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Editor’sNote

Patricia Poshard

Family-friendly summer activities
(That are still possible!)
COVID-19 has changed our reality in 2020, and this
season - normally a fun-filled break for families - wasn’t
spared. But fun and lively dog days are still possible.
Included below are just a few family-friendly options:
Get some ice cream to go
“You scream, I scream, we all scream for ice cream!” It’s an old Knock, Knock
joke but … doesn’t ice cream make everything better? Pittsburgh has many specialty
ice cream shops that have comfortable outdoor areas for families. Or, even better
make your own ice cream – and expand it into a make your own sundae activity.
Experiment with flavors – try using fresh strawberries or peaches.
Up your gardening game
Outdoors, socially distant — what a wonderful activity gardening is during the
spread of an airborne virus! Early summer, through mid-July or so, is a perfect time
to plant a host of vegetables, like eggplant, summer squash, cucumbers, peppers
— and tomatoes, which thrive in the abundant sunlight of June and early July. Once
the calendar closes in on August, get your fall garden ready: lettuce, spinach, kale,
cabbage and Brussels sprouts. Plant rows a week or so apart to avoid a wasteful
surplus, and revel in the fact that you
need not visit the supermarket to enjoy
fresh produce.
Go on a hike (but keep your distance
from other hikers)
Pennsylvania’s state and Allegheny
County parks are open again and most
trails, restroom buildings, boat ramps and
campgrounds are open. The woods are
thick and plush, cool and ready for families to explore. If you find a trail with a creek
you are likely to spot local wildlife – I hear box turtles are roaming, baby bunnies are
everywhere and you can often spot eagles soaring in the sky.
Turn your backyard into a sports venue
Are you longing for the great outdoors after being cooped up in the house this
spring? It’s time for some DIY adventures. Here are three ways to transform your
backyard into a sports complex:
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Ropes Course: If your yard has two or more trees, tie ropes to them, attach
anchors, and hone your balancing skills. I have seen some really creative set-ups
in local backyards but highly recommend you keep your makeshift course safely
near the ground.

facebook.com/pittsburghparentmagazine

Cornhole: So this one’s not as high-impact as the previous offering. If you can
invest in your own cornhole set you are set ready for fun competition – and social
distancing.

pinterest.com/pghparentmag

 ood Ole Badmiton: Get that net set up and the birdie and rackets out and you
G
have a game everyone can play – at a distance. Take it up a notch by switching to
a volleyball or even a giant beachball so it is more fun for the younger kids.
Learn a new skill
This summer, take a class like “Instagram Workshop,” “Makeup Made Easy,”
“Home Decorating Basics,” “How to Care for Houseplants” or any of the seasonspecific ones available at skillpop.com.
And a few more ideas
Dust off that old guitar (or another musical instrument) and teach yourself via
YouTube videos! Or ask your spouse, your child or a friend to show you all about
their favorite hobby, then give it a try yourself! Make a plan for learning a new skill
or hobby. Even if you don’t quite have all the tools or equipment necessary to start a
hobby, you can still learn about it!
Learning something new is not a necessity, but it could give you that boost of
energy you’ve been craving. When life becomes mundane and you’re getting antsy,
you can try these distractions and ideas to connect with yourself, your family and
the world around you. Don’t let the state of the world today keep you
from living and learning! Try something new today. n
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HumorMe

Rick Epstein

Explain babies,

but down play dad

o ahead and celebrate fatherhood. But
if you really want to do daddy a big
favor, here’s how: Don’t implicate him
in the story of Where Babies Come
From. At least not right away. I’ll tell you
why.
“How did that baby get in there?”
three-year-old Sally asked her mother
one morning.
My wife, Betsy, who was seven
months pregnant, said, “It grew from a
little egg.”
“How did the egg get there?”
“It was always there,” said Betsy.
That satisfied the tot and she staggered off to pester her big sister. “Hey,”
I told Betsy, “Thanks for leaving me out
of the explanation.”
“No problem,” she said.
Our three daughters are much older
now, and we’ve been through the facts
of life Q&A with each one of them. Although I know much more about talking
to daughters than to sons, I’m ready to
share my findings.
Here’s the good news: The conver-
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sation can be about babies
and not about sex for several years. And that’s good
because explaining sex to
a child is like explaining
whimsy to a cop. You won’t
be understood.
Remember: Small
children are curious about
babies — not sex. (They are
like Christopher Columbus
who was focused on India.
He never DREAMED of
America. He was wandering
around on that intervening
land and happily poking
Spanish flags into it, never
realizing it was America.)
Just as long as you can portray daddy as an innocent bystander to the baby-making process, you can keep sex questions off the agenda. A preschooler doesn’t need
to have an iron-clad grasp on every aspect of human physiology.
When I was a little kid, my mom explained the facts of life to me in an accurate
but undetailed way. I got the impression that conception involved some kind of
medical procedure. It didn’t occur to me that my parents would ever try it at home
without special equipment and qualified personnel. A few follow-up questions
would’ve squared things away. But I shrank back, fearing embarrassment.
Besides, I hardly understood ANYTHING, so I just tossed this particular mystery
up onto a towering heap along with: How does a TV set work? Where is Heaven?
Why are photographic negatives orange? How come money is valuable? Can French
cats communicate with American cats?
Listen, daddy, around age six a child will start to wonder whether you have a
more vital function in family life than just opening jars. Be clinical, be vague, but for
the next few years the child will be relentlessly on your trail. (“Fertilize? What does
that mean?”) By age eight or so a child will have sweated the word “sperm” out of
her parents and she draws near to her quarry. When our daughter Marie was about
nine, my wife pretty much told her the entire story, leaving out only the wine and
mood music. Of course, the sperm wasn’t the problem; the problem was the delivery
system. When Betsy explained it to her, Marie exclaimed, “That’s disgusting!” and
stared at me. “Daddy, is it true?”
There were so many things I wanted to say.
• “I don’t remember.”
• “She MADE me do it!”
• “Look, when people want to be conceived, SOMEBODY has to do the heavy
lifting.”
• “Yes, I did it. And I’d do it again if I had to!”
• “I won’t even dignify these allegations with a reply.”
• “C’mon Marie, you’ve known me nine years. Does THAT sound like something I’d
do?”
• “It’s a lie and your mother is a sick, sick person.”
What I actually said was, “Yep,” and shrugged a shoulder. Lying only makes a
scandal worse. Just tell the truth and act nonchalant. Over the years, that scene was
played out for each horrified daughter.
Face it. A child whose parents have taught her to wear clothes and eat with a fork
is going to be shocked by a clear explanation of the mechanics of procreation. There
is no way you are going to casually pass off this kind of thing as normal behavior.
So, stay calm, be honest and tell the child only as much she wants to know. When
her eyes grow to the size of dinner plates and she starts backing away, she’s probably
heard enough. And above all, protect daddy as if he were at the center of a network
of spies. Once you give him up to your interrogator, you are talking about sex and
neither you nor your five-year-old wants that conversation. n
					
Rick Epstein can be reached at rickepstein@yahoo.com.
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Is there a problem with

By Ann K. Howley

“C

an I help it if my kid is so cute?”
Admit it. You’ve thought that. I’d bet any
mom or dad who has held a camera or smart
phone in their hand has asked themselves that
question. It’s a natural extension of parenting and grandparenting to want to document and share with others the beautiful, frustrating and hilarious ways that children entertain us just
by being children.
Social media makes it easy. Facebook, YouTube, Instagram,
Pinterest, Snapchat, Twitter. Every platform provides an opportunity to instantly post photographs of precious and not-soprecious moments in real time, like baby’s first bath, blowing
out birthday candles, playing basketball and falling asleep in
the back seat of the car.
So what’s wrong with that?

Do you “sharent?”
“Sharenting” is a modern phenomenon that primarily refers to parents who overshare online content focused on their
children. In other words:

TMI (TOO MUCH INFORMATION)
In the United States, experts estimate that over 90 percent
of all children have an online presence by the age of two. A
2015 Pew Research Center study found that more than half of
mothers and a third of fathers admit that they share information about their children online and a majority of parents know
other parents who have shared embarrassing information
about their children.

My

Facebook survey

I was curious to find out what people in my own social media
circles thought about posting information about their kids, so I
conducted a Facebook survey, asking two simple questions:
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1. Do you post photos and updates of your kids
and their activities?
2. Do the kids mind?
Without a doubt, the vast majority of parents and
grandparents who responded to my non-scientific query
admitted that they enjoyed sharing bits of their children’s lives
online, saying things like:
• “…we don’t live near family, so it helps keep family up to
date.”
• “I wouldn’t exactly call it bragging as much as sharing
funny moments or lovely pictures of my grandchildren.”
Many respondents also indicated that they took security and
the child’s feelings into consideration before
sharing something.
• “I only post on my personal page, in a specific album
with tight privacy settings so the only people who can
see them are dear friends and family and other parents I
know…
• “I get my daughter’s approval before posting...”
• “All the pictures were positive. No embarrassing ones.
They were fine with it.”

The

downside

The positivity, however, was not unanimous. Beneath the
social media cheer lurked cautionary tales and hints of questionable parental behavior.
“My son doesn’t like it and he doesn’t post on social media, so I respect his choice.”
I heard about one young couple who were afraid to post
on social media since they used to live in a country where
Facebook was “used by the oppressive government to spy
and blackmail people.”
Another mother who responded seemed worried about a

PittsburghParent.com

friend who “shares way too much” by posting photos of age-inappropriate events, like
taking pictures of her grown son’s first day of law school.
“Kind of like a first day of kindergarten picture,” she commented. “It’s like she has
no life outside her kids.”
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The risks of sharenting are real
Cyberspace can be a dangerous place. It doesn’t matter if you’re a teenage girl
who chats with online strangers she assumes are her peers, or a mom who doesn’t
think twice about posting information that includes names, birthdates or real-time
locations of a child’s whereabouts.
Anyone who posts content about children should understand a couple of critical
aspects of using social media that are often misunderstood.

There is no such

thing as private

Online security experts recommend that users pay close attention to the privacy
settings for each social media platform they use. Each platform is different and
gives users the ability to limit who can see your posts, tweets or snaps. However,
even if you set privacy settings to control who can view or access your social media
activity, this protection only goes so far. Anyone who views your content, even for
a split second, can share, download or take a screenshot without you knowing or
approving it. Google search algorithms can reveal any data shared on social media
for many years and anything you post can resurface down the road. You have less
control over your social media usage than you might think.
Consider this scenario: you share a photo of your child in a private post and
100 of your friends “like” it. What happens to your post now depends on your
friends’ privacy settings. It is possible that when your 100 friends click “like,” your
post becomes visible to their “friends” and so on. It’s not hard to imagine how
a million people could view your “private” photo, without you even knowing it.
On its webpage that addresses online risks, the Federal Bureau of Investigation warns that “once images or comments are posted online they can be shared
with anyone and never truly disappear.”

Kids can be prime
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targets for criminals

“If you knew what was really out there — online predators, identity thieves, data miners — you'd lock up the internet and
throw away the key,” says Carolyn Knorr, an online privacy expert at Common Sense Media.
Criminals glean and steal private information from social media all the time. In addition to online scams, cyberbullying and
possible exposure to sexual predators, the AARP estimates that children from birth to 18 years are 35 - 51 percent more likely to
be targeted or victimized by identity theft than adults. Even an innocent photo of your child can be used for illicit purposes.
A friend who responded to my Facebook survey warned that when someone in her family posted a photo of their two-year old
child, it ended up on a pedophile site called “Babies are sexy.”
Nobody thinks the worst can happen to them, but unfortunately, it can.

The “digital footprint”
belongs to your child, not you
We’ve all seen the grainy images of a baby’s first sonogram that excited parents post on social media because they can’t
wait to share their good news. What those moms and dads might not realize is that they just created their child’s first digital
footprint. From that moment on, every social media post, image, tag or comment they make about the child ultimately
belongs to that child.
That’s a lot of responsibility, and not something parents have had to question in generations past.
In 2017, Stacey B. Steinberg, a law professor at the University of Florida’s Levin College of Law, published the first in-depth
legal analysis of the “conflict inherent between a parent’s right to share online and a child’s interest in privacy.”
Professor Steinberg writes, “When parents share information about their children online, they do so without their children’s
consent. These parents act as both gatekeepers of their children’s personal information and as narrators of their children’s personal stories. This dual role of parents in their children’s online identity gives children little protection as their online identity evolves.
A conflict of interests exists as children might one day resent the disclosures made years earlier by their parents.”

This raises another important question:

What does your child really think about parents posting personal details of their lives?
Kids are social media savvy. Studies estimate that nearly three-quarters of teens aged 13 to 17 use social media, and popular
apps like Instagram and TikTok are booming among youth. The Family Online Safety Institute reports that 76 percent of teens
are “very or somewhat concerned about their privacy or being harmed by online activity.” Maybe that’s why kids gravitate toward
apps like Snapchat, which feature short video or photo content that is supposed to “disappear” after viewing.
Kids may care a lot more about privacy than what many parents think. When the University of Michigan surveyed children
about their parents posting pictures or information about them without their permission, the children, who ranged in age from ten
to 17, very specifically did not want their parents to post negative information about them, including naked baby pictures, dating
and/or friendship status or unflattering pictures or stories about them getting into trouble.
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information with others, especially strangers online.
Perhaps the greatest kindness a parent can show is to
respect their child’s personal information by keeping it
private.“ Parents can really take their kids’ love for granted,”
Dr. G says. “Sometimes parents don’t realize that when
they post something that deprecates their kids, it is really
self-deprecating.”

Question #3: Will this age well?

Imagine a mom taking her tween girl shopping to find a
bathing suit. As her daughter comes out of the dressing room
to model each suit, she holds up your cell phone to record the
experience and post it with the fun hashtag #summeriscoming
or #shoppingforabathingsuit.
Perhaps this seems harmless enough, just an annual mother/daughter ritual to get ready for summer. But a few years
down the road, what would a potential school counsellor or
employer think if they viewed a post showing a prospective
student or employee trying on bikinis?
“How will it look later when people they don’t know see
their posts?” Dr. G asks.
If something is only cute or appropriate when a child is
young, but may be embarrassing and ill-advised as the child
ages, it’s better to refrain from posting it.

Best practices for responsible “sharents”
Deborah Gilboa, MD (“Dr. G”), a resilience and youth
development expert and family physician at the Squirrel Hill
Health Center, advises parents to ask themselves three things
before they post anything about their children online.

Question #1: Do you have consent?

“If your child is old enough to understand, is it okay with
them?” Dr. G asks.
Parents are naturally wary of other people using or taking
advantage of their children, but may not consider that the
same courtesy applies to them. Dr. G says that “if parents tell
their kids that they should never allow their friends to post
something about them without their consent, then parents
should model that, too.”
There are valid reasons why your child might not want you
to post information about them. Some kids simply don’t like
being the center of attention. Some may legitimately fear
that they might be ridiculed, insulted or bullied because of
information shared on social media.
As children grow and develop a sense of themselves as
individuals and how other people perceive them, they need
to feel like they have ownership or control over their bodies
and values. Parents could be potentially harming their
children by not allowing them to disagree or give consent
to things that affect them.
“Obviously, a teeny tiny baby can’t give consent, but a
seven-year-old can,” says Dr. G.

Be the adult
Someday when I’m gone, I’d like my child to be able to
look back at my Facebook albums and remember, that was
a fun time or that was a great day.”
There is nothing wrong with wanting to memorialize
the experiences we have raising our children. There is
nothing wrong with wanting to share the photos and
stories that capture these memories with friends, family
and others who appreciate the joy, humor and frustration
of those experiences.
But before you post that video of your toddler running
naked through the house or your kid crying because she
didn’t make the tennis team, maybe it’s worth taking an extra
moment to reconsider. If you would be uncomfortable with
strangers viewing your post or if there’s a chance your child
would disapprove either now or in the future, then maybe it’s
better not to post anything at all. n
Pittsburgh writer Ann K. Howley recently reexamined her
Facebook account and was surprised by how many
“Friends” she didn’t personally know.
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Question #2: Is it kind?

Funny isn’t always nice. Social media sites like Facebook
and YouTube teem with videos of parents playing pranks on
their kids. Whether it’s a bag of white flour in the kitchen or
chocolate pudding in the bathroom, some parents go to
extremes to trick their kids and capture it on video, knowing
that there will always be viewers who laugh at these antics.
One new trend that has stoked a lot of controversy
shows parents filming real-time reaction to opening and
reading aloud their child’s report card. Even when grades
and teacher comments are positive, opening and reviewing a report card can be a nerve-wracking experience for
kids and the children in these videos appear anxious.
Experts question the wisdom of sharing such personal
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Cyber
Education
Understanding your kids’ learning styles
Tanni Haas, Ph.D.
s your kids head back to school this
fall, one of your top priorities, as a
parent, is to help them with their
homework. But how do you best do
that? To be sure they truly understand the material, it’s useful to know
how they learn. Researchers have
discovered that there are four major
learning styles: visual, auditory,
reading/writing and kinesthetic.
Below are brief descriptions of each
learning style and how you can tailor
your homework help.

Visual learners

How they learn: Visual learners process
new information by seeing it. A sign
that your kids might be visual learners
is that from a young age they lingered
over illustrations in books and other
visual stimuli. Another sign is that they
love to draw or paint. At school, visual
learners often doodle when they listen
to the teacher. It helps them better understand and remember the material.
How to help with homework: Have
your kids create visual representations
of the material they’re supposed to
learn. This can be charts, diagrams,
figures, maps and timelines. Other
useful tools include color-coded
flashcards, sticky notes and folders.
If they have a hard time understanding
something, show them how it’s done
instead of telling them how to do it.
Since visual learners often get distracted from too many visual stimuli,
it’s important to keep their study space
neat and clutter-free.

PittsburghParent.com

Auditory Learners

How they learn: Auditory learners
process new information by having
it explained to them out loud or by
vocalizing it themselves. A sign that
your kids might be auditory learners
is that they “read” books out loud to
themselves, even before they learned
to read properly. Another sign is that
they love listening to music and singing.
At school, auditory learners often hum
when they do their work.
How to help with homework: Have
your kids vocalize the material they’re
studying. Making up rhymes and songs
will help them better remember it.
Have them record themselves explaining the material, so that they can listen
to the recordings whenever needed. If
they have a difficult time understanding something, explain it to them orally.
Since auditory learners are highly sensitive to auditory stimuli, have classical
or instrumental music playing in the
background when they study.

Reading/writing learners

How they learn: Some kids process new
information by reading or writing about
it. A sign that your kids might be reading/writing learners is that they enjoy
keeping a journal or writing creative
stories. At school, reading/writing learners are especially good at taking notes
from their textbooks and from what
the teachers are writing down on the
blackboard.

Special Advertising Section

How to help with homework: Have
your kids write down what they’re supposed to learn in an organized way.
Have them create detailed study notes,
organized nicely into sections with
proper headings. Get them to look up
information online and in reference material as they work. Since reading and
writing require focus, make sure their
study space is nice and quiet.

Kinesthetic learners

How they learn: Kinesthetic learners
process new information through handson activities that allow them to touch
and manipulate objects. A sign that
your kids might be kinesthetic learners
is that they love creating new things
with building blocks or taking things
apart to see how they work. At school,
kinesthetic learners especially enjoy
tactile scientific experiments.
How to help with homework: Have
your kids study with physical objects.
This can be using coins to learn math
or cutting letters to practice spelling.
Since touch and movement help kinesthetic learners process new information,
encourage them to stretch regularly or
move when they study. n
Tanni Haas, Ph.D. is a Professor in the
Department of Communication Arts,
Sciences and Disorders at the City University of New York – Brooklyn College.
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The Learning Never Stops
ince the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic, PA Cyber has proven that not only does the
learning never stop, but the teaching never stops; the caring for one another never stops;
and fundamentally, PA Cyber never stops. Even under these circumstances, that no one
could have predicted just six months ago, our community – the PA Cyber community – has
stepped forward to ensure that we do what every great school does. We create an enriched
environment in which students can thrive, regardless of their situation or circumstance.
The teachers and staff of PA Cyber are deeply appreciative to every one of our students and
their families for the many ways they have demonstrated patience, understanding, and initiative. Our teachers are regularly inspired by our student’s perserverance and adaptability in these unprecedented times. One
of our 2020 graduating seniors said it best, “Not only is PA Cyber good for me, but it’s good for my family as well. My parents
are proud of me to have achieved this much… I will forever cherish PA Cyber, who has helped me grow in a unique and
precious way, allowing me to do so many amazing things.”
The world is the classroom for PA Cyber Charter School students, with enrichment classes, family field trips, STEM and
gifted projects, clubs and honor societies. Across the K-12 continuum, our flexibility and superior technology combine with
always evolving academic structure to foster educational success for each student. Our personalized instructional methods
and curricula connect students and families with highly-qualified teachers and rich academic content. As an experienced,
tuition-free public school, enrollment is open to any school-age child residing in Pennsylvania. Visit pacyber.org to enroll
your student for fall.
Twenty years ago, PA Cyber’s first chapter was born out of necessity. It was then that students in Midland, PA
were forced to receive their education in Ohio, and it was then that PA Cyber first opened its doors to serve those
students in need. And now, our next chapter emerges out of necessity as well. With the landscape of education
continuing to adapt to a new normal, the PA Cyber team will once again answer the call to educate all students – well.
We will be ready for the new school year in August because at PA Cyber,

“The Learning Never Stops.”
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DON’T CHANGE THE WAY THEY LEARN.
CHANGE THE WAY THEY’RE TAUGHT.

TO ENROLL NOW, GO TO AGORA.ORG.
enrollment@agora.org | Phone: 844-462-4672 | Agora.org | Public School Tuition Paid By PA. Taxpayers

s the 2019-2020 academic year finally comes to a close, the COVID-19 pandemic has shown
us that while many parts of our lives were able to be put on hold, education must continue—
no matter the circumstances. That is why, at Agora Cyber Charter School, we are always
proud to provide uninterrupted instruction to our students regardless of outside circumstances. As brick-and-mortar schools struggled to shift to online classes, the value of Agora and
the 15 years it has spent cultivating a virtual learning environment began to shine through.
With the uncertainty surrounding schools’ reopening in the fall, one thing is certain — the
educational landscape will never look quite the same. Even when traditional schools are
allowed to reopen their doors, many parents will have lingering fears of placing their child
back into the environment they were so abruptly forced out of. This is why parents and
students alike are reevaluating their academic needs to reflect the changing societal norms.
They’re exploring options outside of what their brick-and-mortar schools are able to deliver.
Agora has the ability to cater to each student’s individual needs and provide them with the
tools they need to meet their full potential. For instance, when COVID hit, Agora’s robust and
comprehensive special education services continued without interruption. Agora’s special
education includes supports and services for students who have a confirmed educational disability under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). Specialized staff members
support students to meet their academic needs and provide a well-rounded educational
experience while developing a path for success.
The biggest difference between Agora and a brick and mortar school is that Agora removes
the barriers that walls put up to educational and social success. Agora breaks down those walls! Each student is issued a computer, a printer and the resource materials needed for success, thus providing the student the tools needed to attend public school
from the safety and comfort of their home, without the distractions found in a brick and mortar school.
Students participate in live interactive classes in real time with Pennsylvania-certified teachers.
Those who require a special exception or have shown consistent academic excellence may apply for the “asynchronous” track.
Agora Days Out provide the supervised socialization opportunities that so many families are looking for, and they offer the ideal
occasion for students to make friends and for parents to meet other parents.
Agora serves students in Pennsylvania in kindergarten to 12th grade. Agora is a Pennsylvania public school of choice, and as with
all public schools there is no cost to the families, and like all public schools, tuition is paid by Pennsylvania taxpayers.
For more information about Agora please go to agora.org, phone 844-462-4672 or
join a Virtual Open House session and speak to an Enrollment Concierge.
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PA Virtual is Celebrating 20 Years
of Online Learning!
Join the Top Performing Cyber School in PA
Now Enrolling for the Fall

Contact us or Attend an Online Open House!
Website: www.pavirtual.com

Phone: 866.728.2751

20th

PA Virtual Celebrates its

Anniversary

A Virtual Charter School is an online public school serving students in kindergarten
through 12th grade across the state. As a public school, PA Virtual is funded by Pennsylvania taxpayer dollars, so there is no cost to attend. With over 2,300 students enrolled, PA Virtual prides itself on individualizing each child’s educational experience by
providing the tools, technology, and supports for students to reach their full potential.
Founded in 2001, PA Virtual is one of the longest running cyber schools in the state and
will be celebrating its 20th anniversary in the 20-21 school year. Since its opening, PA
Virtual has transformed the way students learn online in the 21st century. Students attend
school from the safety of their home and participate in live online classes led by statecertified teachers. Parents play a key role in their child’s daily schooling by monitoring their
progress and partnering with our teachers to support students throughout the day.
With several cyber charter schools throughout Pennsylvania, one may wonder what sets PA
Virtual apart from the others. Beyond being the top-performing cyber charter school in the state,
PA Virtual’s state-certified teachers lead students through their studies using the nationally recognized
K12, Inc. curriculum and other widely known and highly-recognized curriculum such as Edgenuity. Both live (online) classes
and independent classes are offered at all grade levels, providing students with flexibility in learning formats, and all students
have the support and guidance of a state-certified teacher. PA Virtual teachers average 12 years of teaching experience and
over 8 years of service to the school.
Additionally, PA Virtual provides various support services to students and their families. Some supports include Academic
Support teachers, Tutoring, Guidance Counselors, the Student Assistance Program, New Student Orientation, Family Support
Department, Pupil Health, and the Parent Ambassador Program. PA Virtual’s Family Support Coordinators organize fun and
educational field trips across the state each month, and PA Virtual offers over 20 virtual clubs including culinary club, gaming
club, and photography club. Students may also choose to participate in their local school district’s extracurricular programs,
including athletic teams and social clubs.
PA Virtual is now enrolling for the 20-21 school year, and we invite you to check us out at pavirtual.com.
Interested families can start the enrollment process by applying directly on our website.
You can also sign up for an online open house to learn more.
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SteamForward Ann K. Howley
Girl Scouts do weird science
found the McGuigan twins on Facebook. Scrolling through my feed, I
caught a glimpse of a video called
Weird Science that featured two
enthusiastic young women doing
kitchen table science activities for
socially-distant Girl Scouts in western Pennsylvania. I clicked on it and
spent the next 52 minutes transfixed
by the McGuigan sisters, who used
simple household ingredients to perform three interesting experiments.
“What do you think will happen?”
Samantha (the sister on the right
of my screen) frequently asks this question. The first time is when she placed
an egg in a glass measuring cup containing vinegar.
“Make sure it’s completely covered,”
she said as she appeared to pour more
vinegar into the cup off-screen.
Although I am watching a recorded
video, Samantha and her sister, Lauren
(wearing glasses and a black tee shirt
with the word GIRL) are peering at a
computer screen to read the comments
that viewers are typing in real time. As
Lauren holds up the cup of egg and
vinegar, Samantha reads the responses.
“Bouncy eggs?”
“The egg will get squishy.”
The girls smile and nod at each suggestion.
“The vinegar will eat away at the
shell,” someone suggests.
“That’s absolutely right!” Samantha
reads the “science facts” behind the
experiment that involve acid, calcium carbonate, the release of carbon
dioxide gas and the surprising detail
that the soft tissue around the egg is
somehow able to withstand all of those
things. Since the egg has to sit in the
vinegar for 24 hours, Samantha had the
foresight to prep another egg the day
before. She holds up her vinegar-saturated egg and gently squeezes it.
“I can attest it is squishy,” says Lauren, who takes the egg and drops it on
the table. It wobbles and bounces.
Samantha squints at the screen.
“Someone is asking if you can eat the
egg after?” She looks at the camera. “I
don’t know. Great question!”
Both Samantha and Lauren McGuigan are members of the Girl Scouts
Western Pennsylvania (“GSWP”) staff
where Samantha works as a Girl Experience Specialist and Lauren is an External Recruitment Specialist.
“Weird Science is the most popular
video,” says Stefanie Marshall, the Public Relations Manager for GSWP. “We
average about 250 live viewers for each
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one, but Weird Science had 566 live
viewers, including girls tuning in from
California, Texas, New Jersey and
Chicago.”
During the pandemic, the national
Girl Scout organization made more
resources available on their website and
councils all over the country have been
stepping up to offer ways to engage the
girls while schools are closed and social
distancing is required.
“We are all trying to keep the sisterhood together,” Stefanie says. “This is
our little piece of normalcy. It’s not just a
place we go, it’s who we are.”
The GSWP launched the Virtual
Patch Program in April 2020 since the
coronavirus pandemic
made it impossible for
the 20,000 Girl Scouts in
western Pennsylvania to
attend in-person troop
meetings. Every Tuesday
and Thursday, GSWP hosts
a Facebook Live event,
which gives girls an opportunity to earn a patch.
Although the requirements for earning a patch
are less rigorous than a
badge, the scouts not
only learn something new,
they are also rewarded for
participating with a cool patch to wear
on the backs of their uniforms.
During the month of April, GSWP
produced ten Virtual Patch videos on
subjects like gardening, emergency
preparedness, duct tape fashion and
making knots, pies and s’mores. Videos
for the month of May include bike
safety, rocket launch and making a time
capsule. Each Facebook Live session is
recorded and made available on YouTube, so that anybody can watch and
enjoy the programs.
The GSWP covers 27 counties, which
is a huge geographical footprint, but
the videos allow girls in rural parts and
all over western Pennsylvania to stay
engaged. The Virtual Patch Program

Teachers that love what they
do, make for kids who love
where they are!

Bridgeville
111 Washington Avenue,
Bridgeville, PA 15017
412-257-2000
Robinson
7053 Steubenville Pike,
Oakdale, PA 15071
412-787-7686

Summer and Fall Registration are open!
All Ages | All Levels
www.thomasdance.com

has been so successful that
it may continue after the
pandemic ends.
These videos are even
more important since the
council decided they had to
cancel all the 2020 summer
camps.
“We definitely have
disappointed campers because summer camp is such
a magical experience that
many girls look forward to all
year,” Stefanie says. “But we
are eager to offer the experience in a new way. This is at home. It
will make girl scouting more of a family
experience.”
I didn’t earn a patch, but I thoroughly enjoyed watching Samantha and
Lauren McGuigan make Bouncy Eggs,
Tie-Dye Milk and a Homemade Lava
Lamp.
If you’re wondering whether you can
eat an egg after sitting in vinegar for 24
hours, you’re going to have to watch
“Weird Science” yourself. n
Pittsburgh writer Ann K. Howley is
always looking for interesting stories
about local STEAM-related activities.
Contact her at akhowley@gmail.com.
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Family camping trips —
How to make the most of your getaway
By Kimberly Blaker

amping is the ultimate in outdoor
family fun and is loaded with benefits for parents and kids alike. It
provides adventure and unlimited opportunities to experience
the great outdoors. It’s also an
excellent way for kids to learn about
nature, from plants and animals to the
weather and skies. Historical landmarks
and different regions offer lessons in history. And parents get a break from daily
responsibilities of life and a little relaxation. Not to mention, it’s an affordable
way for families to vacation.

What’s the best way to camp?
Your family can choose from a
variety of camping options. If you love
the experience of roughin’ it, pitch a
tent and haul the bare necessities. Tents
come in many sizes and styles, some
with dividers for separate sleeping quarters. When purchasing a tent, remember capacity doesn’t include luggage
space. If you plan to keep belongings
in your tent, opt for a larger size. Most
importantly, don’t forget padding or a
blow-up mattress to insulate against the
cold, hard ground.
If you like the idea of roughing it,
yet want some of the comforts of home,
a pop-up camper is the best of both
worlds. The canvas sides and pullout
sections of pop-ups are surrounded by
screens and give the feeling of sleeping
in the fresh outdoors. Pop-ups come
in several sizes and often include an
icebox or mini-refrigerator, heater, air
conditioning, portable toilet, shower,
kitchen sink, stove, cabinets and storage
space, dining table and other necessities.
Some families prefer going in style.
Travel trailers and motor homes offer a
luxurious nighttime retreat after a day
of outdoor fun. The ease in loading and
unloading these shelters is excellent
for moving from campsite to campsite,
making cross-country camping less
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work. Motor homes and travel trailers
often have a full-size kitchen, living
room complete with sofa and chairs and
separate bedrooms for comfort and
privacy.
Don’t overlook the option of a cozy
cabin in the woods. Cabin rentals are
sometimes found at campgrounds or in
national forests at cabin resorts. Cabins
range from basic single room shelters
containing only beds to completely
furnished three or four room units,
including kitchenettes. When reserving
a cabin, ask what is supplied before you
go so you’ll arrive prepared while avoiding unnecessary packing. And don’t
forget to ask about electricity, lights and
water.
Experienced campers with older
kids might try a hike-in shelter for a
real wilderness experience. Check with
state and national parks for shelters that
are sometimes set up along extended
trails. After a day of hiking, roll out your
sleeping bags under one of these small
shelters for a dry night’s sleep under the
stars.

Camping costs
The cost of travel can make family
vacations a rare treat. But the affordability of camping may allow for frequent
getaways. Overnight fees range from
a free night’s stay at some state park
rustic sites (no showers, toilets, electricity or water) to $50 or more per night
at many of the top KOA and Jellystone
Camp Park-Resorts. These top of the
line campgrounds are loaded with amenities from built-in swimming pools to
live entertainment.
State park campgrounds vary from
state to state. Still, these are often the
best deal for families interested in experiencing all that nature has to offer. Fees
for overnight accommodations in state
parks typically range from $15 to $40.
Many state parks have modern facilities,
including flush toilets, showers, grassy

or gravel sites, playgrounds, park stores
for firewood and ice and more. Furthermore, state parks frequently offer
extensive wooded hiking or biking trails,
natural wonders, historical sites and
more that isn’t found at private camp
resorts.
Camping also helps keep other
vacation expenses to a minimum. Many
families prefer cooking over the campfire to eating out. Additionally, most
outdoor camping activities are free or
available for minimal cost.

Fun camping activities
Whatever your family’s interests,
there is plenty to see and do. Trails offer
ample activities such as collecting rocks,
leaves or insects, scouting for wildlife,
learning about plants and trees and
practicing survival skills. You can also go
on hiking excursions, mountain biking
and horseback riding.
Lakes, ponds, rivers and streams
offer fishing, swimming, row boating or
canoeing, sunbathing and more.
Wildlife viewing is often a highlight.
Look for animals early in the morning
or at dusk on dirt roads and trails, in
open fields surrounded by woods and
near water. Be patient, walk slowly and
quietly and don’t forget binoculars.
Other activities include nature
programs, nature centers and historical
sites, flying kites, rollerblading or bicycling on paved trails and more.
When you’re ready to relax, light a
campfire and enjoy reading or storytelling, play cards or board games, watch
the sunset, stargaze and roast marshmallows.

What to take
Buy a couple of large plastic totes
with lids to carry and store your camping supplies. The following are some of
the basics you’ll want to take.
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Reusable plastic cups
Silverware
Plates and bowls
Paper towels, food storage bags and
tinfoil
A one or two-burner stove
An aluminum pot and skillet
Cooking utensils and can opener
Coffee pot
Tablecloth
Ice chest, food, and drinks
Drinking water and water container
Dish soap and dishcloths
Insect repellent and sunscreen
Folding chairs
Backpack
Radio, flashlight and batteries
Lantern and matches
Firewood
Knife and hatchet
Rope and twine
First-aid kit
Sleeping bags, blankets and pillows
Air mattress or padding
Personal hygiene items & toilet paper
Towels and washcloths
Bikes, rollerblades, balls, fishing and
other sports equipment
Camera and binoculars
Clothing for all types of weather, rain
gear and walking shoes or hiking
boots

What not to take
Don’t get carried away with packing
or camping will become a chore. Make
a list, then weed out items you don’t
really need. Portable televisions detract
from outdoor fun, so leave yours at
home.
Think it through before taking your
pet. Some campgrounds don’t allow
pets and even if they do, pets cannot
be left unattended. A pet can hinder
many activities, including beaches,
where dogs often aren’t allowed.

Easy camp foods
There are many ways to cook. Buy a
gas or liquid fuel camping stove. If electricity is available a crockpot or electric
griddle works well. You can also carry a
charcoal or small gas grill or cook over
an open fire.
Keep meals simple to minimize
packing, preparation and clean up.
Easy choices include hamburgers, hot
dogs, chicken, steak, sandwiches, eggs,
bacon, sausage, crockpot meals, sweet
corn, baked potatoes, canned foods
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GYMKHANA SUMMER CAMPS
MONDAY - FRIDAY
Morning Camp 9am - 12pm or
All Day Camp 9am - 4pm
4 LOCATIONS
Bethel Park 412-833-6190
Point Breeze 412-247-4800
Monroeville 724-325-1700
Wexford 412-366-3800
To register, please call your location
GYMKHANAFUN.COM

Our campers experience a fun-filled variety of
physical, social, and creative activities in our
totally unique environment. Activities include
floor exercise, balance beam, uneven bars,
tumble trak, the big trampoline, obstacle
courses, crafts, active games, and much more!
All camp activities will be adapted to follow CDC guidelines.

such as baked beans, tuna, chicken,
spaghetti, ravioli and soup, fresh fruit,
vegetables and dip, bagels, English
muffins, cereal, fruit juice and hot
cocoa.
On the other hand, if you enjoy
cooking and tasty meals are one of the
highlights for your family, then make
the most of mealtime. With all the options for cooking, you can easily enjoy a
gourmet feast.

Camping tips
Camping is often a learn-as-you-go
experience. But the following can alleviate hassles and keep your family safe.
Protect your food from animals and
animals from your food by blocking
access. Animals can find their way into
nearly anything. Raccoons are known
to lift lids right off coolers to snatch hot
dogs and other treats. A cooler that
latches is usually a safe bet. Any food
that isn’t tightly contained should be
stored in your vehicle overnight.
Poor weather can strike at any time,
and insect infestations can also make for
a miserable experience. Make additional shelter such as a screen tent or tarps
and rope part of your camping gear.
Arrive at your camp destination
ahead of the crowd. Every campsite is

unique and early arrival can assure a site
that satisfies your needs.
When selecting a site, look for
proximity to restrooms, the playground,
electricity and water. If you have young
kids, make sure the site isn’t close to
a river or lake. The amount of shade
you’ll want may depend on the weather
forecast. To avoid mud in the event of
rain, choose a grassy or rock site. Also,
stay away from a site that backs up to
outhouses, which can smell in the heat
and wind.
Know what animals are found in the
area and teach your kids animal safety.
Wild animals usually want to avoid
humans as much as we want to avoid
them. Still, they can pose risks. In the
West, mountain lions have been known
to snag children and even small women.
In bear country, those accustomed to
people sometimes get too close and
result in injury. Even small animals that
feel threatened may attack. n
Kimberly Blaker is a freelance parenting
and lifestyle writer. She’s also founder
and director of KB Creative Digital
Services, an internet marketing agency,
at kbcreativedigital.com
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Accessible and
inclusive playgrounds: Where all
kids can play
By Ann K. Howley
ara Kaplan would have been ecstatic if there were accessible swing
seats at a local park when her son,
Samuel, was little.
“We would have been there all
the time,” she says.
Mara remembers how difficult it
was to find parks that had play features
that her son, who has a disability, could
enjoy. That experience inspired her
to spend the last nearly two decades
advocating for inclusive play. Mara is
the founder of Let Kids Play, a consulting business that helps communities
create new accessible playgrounds
and provides a database of accessible
playgrounds around the world to help
families find a place where all children
can play.
The Americans With Disabilities Act
(ADA) requires that playgrounds built
after 2012 must comply with standards
set forth in the law. In December 2017,
the City of Pittsburgh announced that
the Department of Public Works would
add play equipment for children of all
abilities in 78 parks and playgrounds
citywide in order to improve accessibility for children with differing abilities.
“The expansion of handicap accessible equipment in our parks, including the first wheelchair accessible
swing, eliminates barriers and provides
children and families the opportunity
to learn, grow and play together,” said
Pittsburgh Mayor Bill Peduto in his press
conference announcement.
“The city brought the conversation
to the forefront,” Mara says. “Installing
accessible swings was an important step
forward.”
Accessible for all
“While there’s been progress, many
playgrounds in our area lack inclusive
features. Without elements like smooth
surfacing, ramps and ground-level play,
it’s much harder for all kids to participate,” says Matt DeFrange, Foundation
and Community Relations Manager at
The Children’s Home of Pittsburgh &
Lemieux Family Center.
The bottom line is that kids must be
able to get to the structures in order to
play on them. Woodchips, mulch and
sand surfaces simply don’t work for
some children.
“You can’t get a wheelchair through
mulch. The front wheels get stuck. I
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know that from
experience,” Mara
agrees.
Fortunately,
new technology
has made playground surfaces
safer, softer and
more accessible
for individuals
who use wheelchairs or other
mobility devices.
In addition to improved surfacing
and specialized
swings, accessible
playgrounds might
also include ramps, ground level play
features and entries that can accommodate two wheelchairs side by side.
Some of the Allegheny County
Parks accessible playgrounds, located
in North Park, South Park, Boyce Park,
White Oak Park, Harrison Hills Park and
Settler’s Ridge Park, offer other features,
too, like handlebars at the slides, wide
platforms and climbing walls.

the centerpiece of the playground is a
super cool sensory tunnel with color,
light and texture.
• The Wightman Park Playground,
Squirrel Hill (under construction)
The City of Pittsburgh is currently
in the process of improving Wightman
Park, which is located across the street
from the Carriage House Children’s

What is an inclusive playground?
The goal of an inclusive
playground is to provide different levels of challenge that are
fun for all kids. For example,
features in an inclusive playground should appeal to both
a two-year-old and a ten-yearold, whether or not they use a
mobility device. Inclusive playgrounds offer opportunities for
group cooperative play, as well
as a quiet spot for children with
autism to calm and regroup,
if necessary, so they are better able to
stay and enjoy the playground. Fencing around the playground also adds
additional security and protection for
children and greater peace of mind for
parents and caregivers.
“The idea is to reduce as many barriers to participating as possible,” Mara
says.
Inclusive playgrounds located in the
Pittsburgh area include
• The playground at The Children’s
Home, Bloomfield
In August 2019, The Children’s
Home held a grand opening for their
new community playground on Penn
Avenue in Bloomfield. The playground
features double-wide bridges and
ramps for wheelchair access, ADA
swings and a wheelchair swing and
numerous play elements accessible for
children of all abilities and stages. Freestanding sensory play features, like a
giant xylophone, chimes and drums, are
all accessible to wheelchairs. However,

Center. With
public input, the community helped
create a plan to make the park safer,
cleaner, greener and more accessible
for all. The plan includes three distinct
play areas for children of differing ages
and abilities. Of particular note, the
accessible restroom facilities will have
changing tables for older kids.
According to the timeline, the grand
opening for the new, improved Wightman Park is scheduled for summer or
fall of 2020.
• Casey’s Clubhouse, Upper St. Clair
“This is a one-of-a-kind playground.
It was specially designed for us,” says
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ALLLEGHENY COUNTY PARKS PROGRAMS
TRAIL ADVENTURES
MOUNTAIN BIKING
HARTWOOD ACRES, NORTH PARK

LEARN TO RIDE A BIKE
DEER LAKES, HARRISON HILLS,
NORTH PARK, ROUND HILL,
SETTLERS CABIN, SOUTH PARK, WHITE OAK

NATURE PROGRAMS
BOYCE PARK, DEER LAKES, HARRISON HILLS,
HARTWOOD ACRES, NORTH PARK, ROUND HILL,
SETTLERS CABIN, SOUTH PARK, WHITE OAK

OUTSIDE THE BOX LABS
NORTH PARK

SOCCER SHOTS
BOYCE PARK, HARTWOOD ACRES, ROUND HILL,
SETTLERS CABIN, SOUTH PARK

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO REGISTER VISIT ALLEGHENYCOUNTY.US/PARKPROGRAMS
Tim Gebhart, Executive Director of
Miracle League of the South Hills.
The playground, which opened in
May 2015, is adjacent to the Miracle
League ball field and features the
backdrop of the Pittsburgh skyline so
that kids at home plate face a replica of
the bright yellow Clemente Bridge just
beyond the center field fence.
On an unseasonably warm winter
day, I drove by Casey’s Clubhouse.
The playground was packed with kids
of all sizes, ages and abilities. Their
happy squeals and laughter filled the
air as they played, climbed and strolled
through the play area, enjoying the
unexpected spring-like weather.
At the playground’s grand opening
celebration, Sean Casey, the former
Pittsburgh Pirate, three time MLB All
Star and local resident who co-founded
Casey’s Clubhouse charity, summarized
it best.
“I think at the end of the day, that’s
what it’s all about. We’re all Pittsburghers. We love this community.” n
Writer Ann K. Howley is the author of
Confessions of a Do-Gooder Gone Bad
and recently completed her first young
adult novel.
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TeensToday

Jennifer Collins

Teen dating:
Creating
healthy
relationships
Most parents are not ready for teenage dating. While some think teen dating is innocent, statistics show otherwise. Every
year, 1.5 million teenagers in the United States experience some sort of physical or emotional abuse from their significant
other, but only 33 percent of teens tell an adult about the abuse. Parents must take an active role to ensure a healthy and
safe dating relationship.
It is normal for teenagers to want to date. Around fifth grade, children begin to develop crushes. Group activities like
school dances, sporting events, and going to the mall or the movies are most common in the middle school years. Young
teenagers spend time together in a supervised or public setting, and time alone on the phone or through texting and social media. With older teenagers, one-on-one dates are more common, but every child is different. Parents should set parameters
based on their child’s maturity level as opposed to blanket rules based on age.
Parents model healthy relationships well before teenagers start dating by showing respect and kindness to each other. Teenagers are always watching. Teenagers who demonstrate good communication and social skills will be more successful in dating
relationships. Before entering a relationship, teenagers should be mature enough to think of others, apologize and forgive and
make good decisions. Relationships are hard.
Have a conversation
Ask questions about what teenagers expect in a relationship, what dating means to them and how couples should treat each
other. Teens have unrealistic ideas about dating based on movies and books. Teens spend time online, but meeting in person can
be difficult for some. First dates and early relationships are awkward.
Advise teenagers about manners, meeting parents and appropriate
behavior on dates. Engaging in a conversation allows parents to gauge
how prepared their teen is for dating, discuss values and relationship
roles and talk about sex in an open way.
Age matters
Parents determine when a child is mature enough to date. They must
consider the age difference allowed between their child and their boy or
girlfriend. The maturity levels of middle school and high school students
are very different. Although an age difference of a year or two might be
acceptable, larger age gaps can be problematic and lead to early sexual
activity.
Establish clear rules and consequences
Curfews and what dating activities are permitted should be discussed
in detail. Be open about the consequences of breaking those rules as
well. Establishing guidelines helps avoid confusion in the future and
rules help keep teenagers safe and parents feel more comfortable with
the process. Dating is normal and a part of growing up. Being too strict can lead
to rebellious behavior like sneaking out or lying. Following the rules can lead to
more freedom as trust is earned.
When relationships end
Most teenage relationships end in heartbreak. Parents should expect and
prepare for this. Remind teenagers to have fun and not take dating so seriously.
Break-ups can be devastating. Every situation is different, and everyone handles a
broken heart in their own way. It is important to monitor children’s general behavior and emotional well-being after a break-up.
Red flags
Teenagers might not openly discuss the relationship. Parents must watch for
changes in behavior and trust their instincts. One in three teenagers experiences
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Some warning signs include:

Red flags
• Constant calls and texts.
• Controlling behavior, isolation
from friends and family.
• Verbal abuse or derogatory
comments.
• Changes in behavior and
decreased interest in outside
activities.
• Use of physical force or threats
during arguments.
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abuse from a dating partner. Talk to
your teens about unhealthy relationships.
A healthy relationship allows for
maintaining other relationships and participating in school and social activities
outside the relationship. Teenagers may
not know how to get themselves out of
a difficult situation or may not realize
they are in danger. Teens should know
they can come to parents for help, but
sometimes, parents have to intervene.
Dating prepares teenagers for navigating future relationships and can be a
beneficial learning experience. Parents
don’t need to have all the answers.
They only need to be there to guide
and to comfort their children along the
way. With patience, love, and communication, both parents and teenagers will
survive the dating years. n
Jennifer Collins is a mom of two
amazing kids and wife to her very own
Superman. She likes to read, drink
hot tea, and chase sunsets. She is a
freelance writer, who journals about
navigating life with terminal cancer on
her blog, LifeConfetti.
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TEEN SHOPPING STUDY

The RAND Corporation, in Pittsburgh, is conducting a research study to learn
about what teens, ages 11-17, buy at convenience stores. Participation requires
completion of a 30 minute web survey and one 90 minute visit to the RAND
study center. Teens who complete the study will be compensated for their time
and effort with $40 in gift cards. Parking or bus passes will be provided.

If you are interested and want to learn more about the study:
Please call 412-204-7353, e-mail c-storestudy@rand.org
or visit us at www.rand.org/storestudy
The RAND Corporation is a nonprofit institution that helps improve policy and decision making through research and analysis.
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Taking off:
How and when
to remove
training wheels
By Crystal R. Martin
aster Sunday, when I was six-years-old I got
my first bicycle. It was a light purple Huffy with
shiny silver streamers coming from the handlebars and a basket in the front for a doll or two
to ride along with me.
To say that I was excited was an understatement. I would finally be able to keep up with all
the other kids riding their bikes in the neighborhood instead of being left in the dust! My
excitement faded, though, when my parents realized in all their excitement and glory — that the
bike was too tall and I could not touch my feet to
the ground even with the seat down all the way.
I didn’t let that get me down though and instead
pushed my bike beside me everywhere I went.
Eventually, I was tall enough to get on and
pedal my way around with training wheels. I will
be honest — I do not remember them coming off
but they did. Which makes me wonder, how did
my parents know when I was ready for them to
come off and what are some pointers on removing them? I know with my own children, their skills
and interests are very different.
Strength and balance
Many children
are physically
capable of the
dexterity and
strength needed
to ride a bike by
age four according to an article
by Today’s Parent
but may not
be emotionally
prepared until
age six or older
to master riding
a bike with two
wheels.
Keep in mind
that each child is different and learns at his or her
own rate: My five year old is very interested in
riding a bike — we put her on a bike with training
wheels and off she went — unafraid and able to
balance well so I assume we will take her training
wheels off soon. In contrast, my seven year old
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has almost no interest in riding a bike and I assume, will keep training wheels longer than my
younger child and that’s okay because there
is no set time frame for being interested in
learning to ride. That said, it is best not to
push a child to ride a bike. Instead, wait
until he or she is ready and the experience will be much easier and more fun
for both of you!
The next thing to think about before
removing the training wheels is how
well your child can balance. How do
they do in other balance activities like
gymnastics or walking on a raised balance beam in gym class? Do they take
karate class? Dance? If they have a sense
of balance in other areas of their life, it
can be a good indication that you can
attempt to remove the training wheels.
As a child, I got a sense of balance from
horseback riding — which requires balance
and leg strength to stay centered over the horse
while it moves.
Balance... bikes?
Another option that is available
today is a “balance bike” which is a bike with
no pedals — a child learns to balance on it and
push it along with his or her feet, before adding
pedals later. If a parent chooses to go this route,
the parent essentially skips the training wheels
altogether since the purpose of training wheels is
to provide balance for the child while they learn
to pedal and pedaling is learned after .
Practice makes perfect
Still not sure if your child is ready for you to
remove the training wheels after reading the
pointers above? Here are some more things to
consider:
• Does the child know how to stop — either with
the pedals or hand brakes — make sure they
know how to stop before letting them attempt riding on two wheels.
• Does the child know how to steer, speed up, slow down and turn confidently? If not, you may want to wait a little longer to remove the training
wheels. In an excellent article from REI Co-Op titled, “How to Teach a
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Child to Ride a Bike” they give tons
of exercises you can do to strengthen
the skills above.
• Does the child have a safe place to
ride — a flat, paved area or a flat,
well-cut grassy area so if they wipe
out, it softens the fall are both areas
that work well for beginners. This has
been our downfall in removing training wheels as there is no flat space to
ride nearby.
• Does the child have proper safety
gear? A well-fitting helmet and if you
want, elbow pads and knee pads to
help soften any falls and lessen the
tears. Pants that are snug against the
leg; closed toed shoes without laces
preferably and socks that cover little
ankles to keep them safe from
jarring against the bike frame
or pedals.
Once you have
removed the training
wheels, have the child
do some practice
while the bike is
not moving: brake,
attempt pedaling
backwards and
steering. That
way, when you let
go — and that is
the point — to let
the child balance
— you will feel
more confident in
the child’s ability to
ride sans extra wheels.
When letting go, if the
child needs you to hold
onto the bike to steady it
for a few strides, that is okay
but if it’s more than a few, they
may not be quite ready to ride on
only two wheels.
Remember to keep it simple,
safe and fun and your child should be
pedaling his or her way to freedom
from training wheels in no time! Happy
pedaling! n
Crystal R. Martin is a local freelance
writer and is currently a stay-at-home
mother of three young children.
Sources

Peters, Diane. “5 Steps for teaching your kid
how to ride a bike.” Today’s Parent. June 12,
2017. https://www.todaysparent.com/kids/
school-age/how-to-teach-your-child-to-ridea-bike/
REI Coop Expert Advice. “How to Teach a
Child to Ride a Bike.” Karen Silhavy and Gina
Kenny. 2020. https://www.rei.com/learn/
expert-advice/teach-child-to-ride-a-bike.html
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We're bringing the Magic
of Theater to you!

VIRTUAL SUMMER CAMPS

Acting Camp | Musical Theater Camp | Theater Games Camp

Classes for all
ages starting
JUNE 15!

Enjoy high energy, interactive camps
lead by our dynamic instructors in a
small group virtual setting. These
camps will have you singing,
dancing, and acting in the
comfort of your own
living room. Make
art, make new
friends, make
memories!

To register, or for more info, visit:
LITTLELAKE.ORG | 724.745.6300

To participate, campers only need a computer or mobile device,
internet connect, and room to move and play!

Premier ONLINE EDUCATION for All

ONLINE

Summer
Series

Curated programming designed to develop the diverse
interests of aspiring artists from all over the world.

Featuring instruction from some of Broadway’s top talent!

June 29- August 21, 2020
OPTIONS FOR EVERYONE!

Performers · Designers · Musicians · Writers/Composers · and more!
Weeklong Workshops · Weekend Seminars · Master Classes · Boot Camps · Technique Classes · Private Lessons

REGISTER TODAY! pittsburghCLO.org/ipa · 412-281-2234
IPA_Pittsburgh Parent_4.75x4.75.v2.indd 1
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Keeping children
safe in preschool
and childcare

By Ann K. Howley

ow that Pennsylvania counties have moved beyond months of coronavirus lockdown, more parents are
returning to work, which means that children are also returning to childcare. As families readjust to this
routine, parents have expressed concern about whether or not it is safe for their children to return to
preschool and childcare settings.
Throughout the pandemic, the City of Pittsburgh, Allegheny and other local counties, and the State of
Pennsylvania have been working with the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) to develop protocols and best
practices for childcare facilities to protect children, employees, and families from spreading the coronavirus. In order to gain confidence that a daycare or preschool facility is taking appropriate steps to keep your
child safe, moms and dads should familiarize themselves with the new procedures so they know what to expect
when their children return to class.

Health and safety protocols

Since handwashing has been touted as the best defense against the coronavirus, expect children and staff to wash their hands
frequently throughout the day, including before and after eating or handling food, diapering, using the toilet and playing outdoors. Staff should also assist children in washing their hands for at least 20 seconds and supervise kids when using an approved
hand sanitizer to make sure it is not ingested.
Health authorities recommend that all parts of a childcare facility, including the office, bathroom and common areas be
cleaned and disinfected more frequently and ventilation should be increased. Ask your provider for details on how they clean,
sanitize and disinfect the premises, surfaces and particularly objects that are frequently touched, like toys and games.
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52

Years

A safe and positive learning environment
• Infant through Kindergarten
• M - F from 6:30am to 6:30pm
• Now enrolling for FULL DAY PreK and
Kindergarten classes

www.priorycourtchildrenscenter.com
Priorycourt91@gmail.com • 412-487-5758
2566 Duncan Avenue • Allison Park, PA (Just off Rt. 8)

Masks

“I don’t know how
they’re going to keep
masks on a two or three-yearold’s face.” I recently heard this
from an exasperated father,
who was worried about sending his toddler twins back to
daycare.
He makes a valid point. Although
the CDC recommends that children
over the age of two wear face coverings, except when napping, eating or
exercising, parents know that it may
not be possible to prevent a small
child from potentially contaminating
a face mask by touching, tugging or
removing it.
“When feasible, staff and older
children should wear face coverings
within the facility,” says Certified
Pediatric Nurse Practitioner, Amy
Requa, in a recorded webinar offered
by the Pennsylvania Office of Child
Development and Early Learning in
collaboration with the Pennsylvania Key.
Any child who has trouble breathing
or needs assistance to remove a mask
should not wear one. Parents can discuss with the provider whether or not
it’s feasible for their child to wear
a mask.

Social distancing

One of the major changes is that
pick up and drop off procedures will be different. In
order to limit contact,
parents will no longer
be allowed to enter the
preschool or day care.
Providers may also assign
specific times for parents to
drop off and pick up their
children in order to avoid
unnecessary mingling be-
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tween parents, kids and staff.
Teachers and administrators
have been focused on ways to keep
kids in small groups and limit activities to adhere to social distancing. This
might mean keeping kids in one classroom all day, staggering playground
times and keeping groups
separate for special activities such as
art, music and exercising.
At least for the time being,
festivals, holiday events and special
performances are likely to be cancelled
are postponed.
However, some of these guidelines
don’t apply to the littlest ones.
“Infants and toddlers need to be
cared for, hugged and soothed,” says
Amy Requa, emphasizing that health
authorities do not recommend social
distancing for infants and toddlers.
Babies will not receive less attention
from their caregivers under social
distancing guidelines.

Screening

At the time of this writing,
any child or employee
who has a fever of 100.4
degrees Fahrenheit or
above will not be allowed to enter a child
care facility. There are a few
different ways that providers
can handle daily screenings.
For example, some providers might ask parents to
take their child’s temperature
before coming, and keep children home
if they present any symptoms of illness.
Some providers might visually inspect
children for signs of illness, and ask
parents to confirm that the child does
not have a fever, cough or shortness of
breath. Many providers intend to conduct in-person temperature screening at
check in.
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Royal Oak
Nursery School
& Kindergarten
Est. 1967

Now Accepting Enrollment
Family Owned & Operated • 7am-6pm
State Licensed & Certified Teachers
Half/Full Day Education Programs
Ages 3 thru 6-years-old
Before/After school care
4413 Mt. Royal Blvd.
Allison Park
412-487-1668 • royaloaksch.com

At Pittsburgh’s Shady Lane School,
which provides childcare for infants
through pre-K, a tent has been
set up in the school’s playground where a staff member
individually takes each child’s
temperature when they
are dropped off in
the morning. Using
walkie talkies to communicate, the staff person
notifies the child’s teacher,
who comes to the tent to
escort the child inside,
stopping first to wash
hands before entering
the classroom.
“It’s going surprisingly well,” says
Shady Lane School’s executive director,
Becky Flaherty. “The kids are just going
with it.”

Short or long term?

Nobody really knows if or when life
will ever return to pre-covid “normal,”
but whether or not these changes are
short or long term, parents should ask
questions, be involved and find the
reassurance they need to be confident
that their daycare or preschool
provider is doing everything possible
to protect and keep their children safe
and healthy. n
Pittsburgh author Ann K. Howley has
started writing her second young adult
novel.
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Aquinas Academy of Pittsburgh

2308 W. Hardies Rd., Gibsonia 15044
AquinasAcademy.info................... 724-444-0722
Aquinas Academy’s preschool offers a warm and
nurturing environment; just right for your little
one to feel secure and develop a love of learning.
Daily activities include craft projects, games,
science, Spanish and more. Three-year-olds
develop social skills while being introduced to
the alphabet and numbers. Pre-K students learn
math and phonics at the Kindergarten level.
Contact us directly for more information about
our preschool and health and safety policies.

Bellwood Preschool

2359 West Ingomar Rd., Pittsburgh 15237
bellwoodpreschool.com .................412-366-3812
Nestled in the woods of Franklin Park, Bellwood
Preschool has been offering a unique educational
experience for preschoolers for over 50 years.
Bellwood is a discovery-oriented and certified ecohealthy school where children choose activities,
problem solve, and learn through creative play.
Students thrive creatively, socially and intellectually. With an impressive student to teacher ratio
(6:1), Bellwood is a place where children feel special, and that environment builds the foundation
for a love of learning.

Beulah Christian Preschool and
Child Care H p

The Campus Laboratory School of
Carlow University

Blessed Trinity Academy Preschool

Grandview Montessori

2500 McCrady Rd., Churchill Borough 15235
beulahpscc.org .............................. 412-242-4424
BCPCC is a center whose mission is to provide a
caring, nurturing community where each child
and family is encouraged to grow cognitively,
socially, emotionally, physically and spiritually.
Certified, experienced educators provide a variety
of developmentally appropriate, engaging activities
year-round for children ages 6 weeks to 5 years.
The center offers a cheerful and bright, welcoming
space which includes a large playground and full
gym. Part-day and Full-day options with flexible
scheduling are available.

2510 Middle Road, Glenshaw, PA 15116
btacademy.net................................ 412-486-7611
Blessed Trinity Academy’s preschool program
is a place for children to learn and grow. Our
preschool program is open to three and four-yearold children who are seeking a caring, nurturing
environment filled with play and learning. Our
program takes a hands on approach centered
around monthly themes, guest speakers from the
local library and nature center, and a play-based
method to learning. Our students leave our Pre-K
program prepared for the rigors of the kindergarten classroom.

BRIGHT FUTURES
BEGIN HERE

3333 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh 15213
campusschool.carlow.edu............. 412-578-6158
The Campus Laboratory School of Carlow
University is a Catholic, Independent school
located in Oakland on the campus of Carlow
University. The school provides a supportive
and interactive learning environment for children
from infants through 8th grade. The Campus
Laboratory School offers both Montessori and
Reggio Inspired Pre-Kindergarten programs that
encourages children to grow independently, cooperatively, and responsibly in an atmosphere that
focuses on the feelings and needs of others.
131 Bigham Street, Pittsburgh 15211
grandviewmontessori.com.............412-904-3066
Grandview Montessori is conveniently located
atop Mt. Washington in Pittsburgh. We are the
only pre-school in the region combining the
philosophies of Montessori and Reggio Emilia,
both following the child as the builder of knowledge. Montessori methods focus on concrete
manipulation of materials in a prepared learning
environment and Reggio Emilia-inspired projects
integrate all subject areas through
group studies.

Hillcrest Christian Academy

2500 Bethel Church Road, Bethel Park 15102
www.hillcrestca.org.........................412-854-4040
Hillcrest Christian Academy’s Pre-K Program
provides a Christ-centered, multisensory approach
to learning. Weekly themes make learning more
meaningful and help expand children’s interest.
Our Christian-based education provides a solid
foundation in reading, writing, math and science.
Pre-K students will also have opportunities to
learn in our Early Education STEAM Lab. This
dedicated lab allows children the opportunity to
focus on activities in the areas of science, technology, engineering, art, and math.

Blessed Trinity Academy
Encouraged to
Lead. Challenged
to Succeed.
Inspired by Faith.

SHADY LANE SCHOOL

100 North Braddock Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15208

• Half & Full Day Preschool • Full-Day Kindergarten Program
• Grades 1st - 8th • Faith Filled Nurturing School
Environment • St. Anthony’s Program • Before & After Care
Available • Extra Curricular & Enrichment Opportunities

nhrces.org/trinity • 412-486-7611

412-243-4040 • shadylane.org
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Providence Heights Alpha School Offers a PreK that
Fosters Individualized Learning
By Anita M. King

Finding a PreK program that suits your family’s needs is paramount. You may find that
you have questions like “what is their teaching style” and “will they care for my child
and foster their individuality.” I had many of those same questions. Recently, I took the
opportunity to sit with Kacey Cerminaro, PreK teacher at Providence Heights Alpha
School, to discuss some of these frequently asked questions.
Thank you for talking with me, Mrs. Cerminaro. When looking for PreK classes,
I was concerned with classroom size and teaching style. What is the classroom
size and the teaching style for the PreK at Providence Heights Alpha School?
Alpha School, as it is affectionately referred to by our community, is known for its
small class sizes. We keep the ratio at one teacher to ten students. This gives us the
opportunity to really get to know the students and determine what works best for
them. Some students are more visual or auditory learners while others do better with
hands-on kinesthetic learning through activities and learning centers. For this reason,
we do not have one specific teaching style. This differentiated learning style allows us
the freedom to adjust for individual student’s developmental needs.
What are some of the things Alpha School does to further the overall development of the child and foster their individuality and
independence?
Fostering the growth of the child academically, physically, socially, and emotionally is at the core of what we do. We work to build a
relationship with each child based on trust and respect and strive to create an environment where they feel safe and confident. We
encourage them to express themselves in a positive way and to always try their best
and not give up. Alpha is unique in that our school is located on a 42 acre campus. So,
they are always developing and exploring, inside and out of the classroom. They could
be learning to cross the monkey bars on the playground, running with friends on the
soccer field, or walking thoughtfully in prayer at the Labyrinth.
Technology is so prevalent in today’s society. What types of technology are your
PreK students exposed to and how is it utilized in the classroom?
Alpha School understands the importance of technology and the impact it has on
students of such a young age. Every classroom is equipped with a smartboard, white
board, and iPads to enhance learning. One program we use as part of our curriculum
is, My Journal Alive. It is designed to enhance the handwriting component for PreK
learners. The students complete their letters in the journal, grab an iPad, and see their
work come to life with the corresponding app. They really enjoy it!
A lot of working parents look for preschools that have extended hours. Does
Alpha School offer before or after care?
We understand that different families have different needs. Alpha School offers faculty
facilitated before and after care. You can arrange for an early drop-off that works with
your schedule or make use of the after care program that starts immediately after school
and runs until 6. Some of the different activities offered during the after school program
are music lessons, book and math clubs, cooking classes, and Tae Kwon-Do.
What other types of programs does Alpha School offer for PreK that another
school may not?
The program that we are most proud of at Alpha School is our Buddy Program, which
pairs a PreK student with an 8th-grade student. During the school year they develop
a bond through activities such as reading together, shopping at the school’s Santa
Sale, engaging in school-wide bingo, and going on field trips. In addition to the core
curriculum, PreK students also take part in enrichment classes with teachers that
specialize in subjects such as spanish, library, gym, art, and music.
Providence Heights Alpha School is an independant, private, Catholic school located in the North Hills area of Pittsburgh. Founded and
sponsored by the Sisters of Divine Providence in 1926, Alpha School provides an exceptional education to children grades PreK through
eight. Alpha School is open to families of all faiths. Kacey Cerminaro is a PreK teacher at Alpha School and has a BA from University of
Pittsburgh with a certification in Early Education. Anita M. King is a parent with two sons
that attend Alpha School.
To schedule a private tour or learn more about Providence Heights Alpha School you
can call 412.366.4455 or visit our website at AlphaSchool.org.
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Montessori Centre Academy, Inc.

1014 Wm. Flynn Highway, Glenshaw 15116
montessoricentreacademy.com .... 412-486-6239
We are celebrating 50 years of quality education.
A challenging and innovative curriculum is offered to all children from toddlers to 6th grade. A
specialized program to develop their potential in
Music, Art, Spanish & Technology. Located on 20
acres - 3 playgrounds. Childcare is available from
7am-6pm for enrolled students.

Providence Heights Alpha School

9000 Babcock Blvd, Allison Park 15101
Alphaschool.org…………………..412-366-4455
Providence Heights Alpha School (Alpha) is an
independent, Catholic school with a whole child
centered approach to learning, fostering academic,
social, emotional, and spiritual growth. Our PreK
program offers small class sizes, allowing our
teachers to build relationships with each child and
to create an environment where they feel safe. We
also offer a unique buddy experience where our
PreK students are partnered with an 8th grade
student. Our PreK children take part in a variety
of enrichment classes such as Spanish, library,
gym, art, and music taught by teachers specializing
in those subject areas. Full or half day programs
available, Monday through Friday. Before and
after care is also available.
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Royal Oak Nursery School &
Kindergarten

4413 Mt. Royal Blvd., Allison Park 15101
royaloaksch.com ........................... 412-487-1668
Family owned and operated since 1967, Royal
Oak is dual licensed. A private school situated on
four acres in Hampton Township, it offers small
class sizes for Nursery through Kindergarten
age children. Spanish instruction is provided for
Pre-Kindergarten children and is part of the all
day Kindergarten program. In addition to the
classroom art activities, children also participate
in a specialized art program with the art teacher.

Shady Lane School

Hp
100 North Braddock Ave., Pittsburgh 15208
Shadylane.org..................................412-243-4040
Shady Lane School is a diverse and inclusive learning community committed to facilitating children’s
social, emotional, physical and intellectual growth.
At Shady Lane School, educators listen and nurture, parents can participate and children thrive
and flourish.
Call us today to schedule a tour of our amazing
arts based facility!
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Tender Care Learning Centers H p

earlyeducationpros.org
Tender Care Learning Centers is an exciting place
for your child to develop and grow into a unique
individual. In our warm and loving environment,
you and your child will develop relationships with
the teachers, managers, and other families within
our school. Through discovery and play, your child
will be introduced to a world of language arts,
large and small motor activities, math, science and
so much more. They will have many opportunities
to have fun, make friends, and build lasting bonds
that are priceless. See our ad for locations!

The Village Preschool p

424 Frederick Avenue, Sewickley 15143
www.laughlincenter.org............412-741-4087
The Village Preschool offers mixed-age groups
where children receive nurturing experiences in
an atmosphere where it is fun to learn. Program
features - family friendly scheduling; AM and
PM classes; indoor and outdoor creative play;
fun themes; small and large group instruction;
9:1 student/teacher ratio; highly qualified
teachers; NAEYC Accredited; PA Dept. of
Education licensed. Special programs:
Language Enrichment, yoga, Preschool
Jumpstart, Preschool Plus.
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Why daycare
is great for
your kids

By Tanni Haas, Ph.D.

ll never forget the first time I
dropped off my now-teenage son at
daycare. He was just three-months-old,
but I had to go back to work and I
didn’t have any family members living
nearby who could take care of him;
dropping him off that first day I felt
really sad and guilty.
In hindsight, I didn’t need to worry
so much. My son has grown to become
a smart, confident and well-adjusted
teen and apparently so do other kids
who were babies or toddlers in daycare.
Research shows that attending a
quality daycare is good for kids in so
many ways and those benefits persist
over time.
Communication and social skills
In a typical daycare, your kids spend
their days in the company of many other
kids and adults. So it’s not surprising
that kids who attend daycare develop
excellent communication and social
skills. They’re well-behaved, good at
playing, taking turns and sharing with
other kids and can solve conflicts with
peers on their own. Since they’re exposed daily to a lot of adults with different personalities, they become versatile
communicators who successfully interact with people in different situations.
That’s certainly the case with my son.
Since he was a toddler, he has engaged
with confidence with all kinds of adults,
including teachers, after-school counselors and doctors.
Cognitive and language development
Kids who spend so much time in
the company of other kids and adults
at daycare also develop language skills
rapidly. “High-quality daycare focusing
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on structured educational activities,” says
Dr. Noam Shpancer, a
clinical psychologist,
“has been linked to
improved cognitive
and language development.” I observed
this from my own
experience. When my
son first started daycare, I was concerned
that he’d be confused
when spoken to in two
languages: English in
daycare and Danish
(my native language)
at home. I was wrong.
One of the care givers from South
America told me that my son understood Spanish after a year there. With
continued Spanish language classes
at school, today he’s fluent in all
three languages.
Academic and
employment preparation
Virtually all daycares have a daily
schedule that includes play, meal, story,
song and nap time. The structured
environment makes it easy for the kids
to transition to a formal school day,
teaching them both discipline and the
ability to focus and listen attentively to
teachers. These benefits persist over
time. One recent study, which tracked
a large sample of kids over several
decades, found that kids who went to
daycare were more likely to earn college degrees and they had an easier
time finding jobs than kids who hadn’t
gone to daycare.
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Health benefits
Some parents are very concerned
about health at daycare centers. They
hesitate to send their kids to day care,
fearing their kids might frequently get
sick. They’re not completely wrong:
research shows that kids who attend
daycare get more infections than those
who don’t. However, here’s the good
news: They build up their immune system so well that by the time they start
elementary school, they’re much less
likely to get sick than their peers. As
Dr. Gail Demmler-Harrison, a prominent researcher of the health benefits
of daycare, puts it, attending daycare
“benefits the immune system and the
ability to fight infections.” n
Tanni Haas, Ph.D. is a Professor in the
Department of Communication Arts,
Sciences & Disorders at the City University of New York – Brooklyn College.
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Finding the right pre-school for y
By Jan Pierce
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your family
hen it’s time to search for the perfect pre-school for your little one,
you want to be sure you’re making
the right decision. If you’re lucky
enough to have friends who’ve done
their research and are happy with
their choice, you’re fortunate. You’ll
have first-hand recommendations.
Be aware of the difference between
daycare and a functioning pre-school.
Daycare facilities provide custodial care,
but don’t usually offer an educational
curriculum. Daycares often take children
of all ages and offer extended hours. A
pre-school usually has limited hours and
may or may not offer before and after
school care. In a daycare children of all
ages may be grouped together while
a pre-school offers segregated age
groups.

Where to begin?
There are many considerations
before choosing, but be sure you
start your search early. Many excellent
pre-schools have long waiting lists. In
general you’ll be looking for a school
that provides the following:
• The convenience of proximity to your
home and/or your workplace.
• A solid reputation and up-to-date
accreditation and licensing. The state
has approved the school.
• Clear rules and regulations, health/
illness policies, pickup and drop-off
times.
• Clean, well-kept facilities with adequate indoor and outdoor play areas.
• Qualified, caring staff.
• Stimulating curriculum and age appropriate toys.
• A philosophy and climate pleasing to
you and right for your child’s temperament.
The NAEYC (National Association for
the Education of Young Children) has
a database of accredited pre-schools
you can access at families.naeyc.org/
find-quality-child-care. This site lists currently accredited daycares and schools
all across the nation and is updated
weekly. Spend a little time on their website for top-notch thinking about early
childhood education.

Questions to ask
You’ll want to do your homework
to find the right school for your family.
Here are some questions to ask before
Continued on page 28…
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Continued from page 27…

narrowing your search and visiting several schools:
• Is there currently room for my child? Is
there a waiting list?
• What are the fees? How and when are
we billed?
• How do you communicate with parents? (phone calls, e-mails, newsletters, website, etc.)
• What is your staff to student ratio?
(NAEYC recommends one adult to
every four to nine children as optimal
at ages 2-3 and one to eight to ten
for ages 4-5.)
• Do your staff members have credentials and training? Are they background-checked? Up to date on CPR?
Receiving ongoing training?
• What is your educational philosophy?
(academic-oriented, exploration,
faith-based, etc. Some distinct philosophies include Montessori, Waldorf,
or Reggio-Emilia.) *See vocabulary list
• What health/hygiene standards are
enforced? (immunizations, sick child
rules, hand-washing, etc.)
• How do you handle discipline?
• Are meals and snacks provided? Are
naps taken?
• What safety precautions are in place?

(strangers on-campus, release
policies, sign-in/out)
• Can you give me a list of references? (be sure to follow up and
call them.)
• Can you provide a sample of your
weekly curriculum and activities?
How often do you change the
activities?
As you gather information you’ll
be able to narrow your list down to
two or three good choices. When
you’re ready, go ahead and schedule a visit to the school. Decide
whether you want to do this with
your child or on your own.
You’ll be looking for all of the above
qualities of a good school, but more
than that you want to get a “feel” for
the school. Do you feel welcome? Are
the children busy and engaged in work
or play? Is the facility pleasing to the
eye and orderly? Do you get the sense
that you’d feel comfortable leaving
your child in this school’s care. Are the
children happy?
Jot down your first impressions and
any new information you find during
the visit. You may want to use the Preschool Visit Checklist provided.
If for any reason, you don’t feel comfortable with the school environment,

trust your instincts and look for another
school. It might be preferable to find a
safe daycare situation and use that until
you can locate a pre-school of the highest standards.
You want the perfect pre-school and
your child deserves it. All the time and
effort you put into your search will pay
huge dividends in a happy, healthy, and
well-cared for child. n
Jan Pierce, M.Ed. is a retired teacher.
She is the author of Homegrown Readers and Homegrown Family Fun. Find
Jan at www.janpierce.net.

Montessori

Centre Academy
Innovative Montessori curriculum
develops exceptional levels of learning

Join the Achieva
Early Intervention
Community
ON OUR EXCLUSIVE
FACEBOOK PAGE!

Access to child development information,
insight from Achieva Early Intervention
therapists and experts, plus more!
Student Childcare
Available
7am - 6pm

Now Enrolling

Join us, and the conversation, today!

@AchievaEarlyIntervention

1014 William Flynn Highway
Glenshaw, PA 15116

Toddler - Pre School
Elementary - Sixth Grade
Achieva is a 501 (c)(3) not-for-profit corporation

Call 412-486-6239 for a tour today!

montessoricentreacademy.com
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Pittsburgh Parent

cares about you and your family in today’s world …

Just as we have for more than 30 years!
Check us out –
Pittsburgh Parent Magazine – ONLINE

Click on PittsburghParent.com for the
latest edition! You can also click the E-Blast
Signup at the top of the home page
and have your own personal FREE copy
delivered via email, every month!

Pittsburgh Parent – Instagram

is a spot we use to keep in
touch and share with our
readers what is happening!

Pittsburgh Parent – Facebook

offers lots of fun projects and
recipes for families plus local
events and activities!

Pittsburgh Parent – Twitter

has up-to-date blurbs plus
and using family oriented
activities and events!

Hang in there Pittsburgh parents –

We can all do this together!

PittsburghParent.com
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You make so many
important choices
for your child in the
first few years of their life.
Choosing your early intervention provider should be one of them.
When asked, make sure your service coordinator knows you
choose Achieva Early Intervention and let the experts
in early intervention support your child’s Strong Start .
TM

Achieva is a 501 (c)(3) not-for-profit corporation

412.995.5000 • www.achievaearlyintervention.org

